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traditional grammars as classifications
BY YAO SHEN university OF HAWAII

traditional structural and trans while the vernacular or english
formational are three high frequency steadily increased in prestige latin
words among students of english and greek continued to be status sym-

bolsgrammar many details in these through the middle ages the
grammars nevertheless overlap study of the grammars of latin and

A brief look at some of the lin greek led scholars to the writing
guisticguistin currents prior to the inter of english grammar books the 18th
est in english grammar tells us that century is known for its english
the british isles had been touched grammars especially those of bishop
by various waves of different langu robert lowth 1762 and lindley
age speakers from continental eu murry 1795 such books pegged eng-

lishrope the norman conquest brought grammar with the rules of latin
a powerful french influence cultural and greek writers of grammars of
and linguistic and heralded a long this nature are often referred to as
period of relative peace during which traditionalists who prescribe gram
time the middle class became pro mar in the late 19th and early
sperousasperoussperous gained social prestige and 20th centuries continental europeans
were conscious of their own language such as hendrik poutsma etsko krul
chaucer wrote in his native english singa and otto jespersen as well as
english like any other language went henry sweet of england attempted to
through various changes caxtonscartons describe english on the basis of
printing press helped people become empirical data from english these
aware of different pronunciations and scholars could be referred to asdesaddesas des-

criptivedifferent spellings of same words and criptive traditionalists gram
the lack of a systematic correlation
between the two A casual investiga professor shen of the department
tion into the linguistic interest of 16th of englishuniversityEnglish University ofhawaiiof hawaii

is the author of over 70 booksand 17th century england can easily bibliographies and articles
yield a large body of materials on dealing with teaching english as
the phonological aspects of thethelangulangu a second language linguistics
age and grammar

were nightly events here friendly marians like jespersen and sweet
conversation mixed beautifully with were actually diverging from the
the national beverage of the friendly traditional ways of establishing gram
islandsoislandsIslandSo maticalmagical categories and paving the

the way of the structuraliststongan people were over
whelmedwhelked by the marked proficiency in the new world edward sapir
of these americans who were speak-
ing

and leonard bloomfield did similar
better and sounding more like descriptive work in american indian

tongans in twelve weeks than the languages among structural gram
vast majority of palangi foreigners marians of english george L
who had lived years in tonga I1 trager henry lee smith jr and
met many of my old friends all of archibald A hill could be berecognizedrecognized
whom could not help but exclaim as the much more pure structuralists
energetically about the mea fakaofo particularly in their commitment to
e poto vave a e kau ngaue ofa starting from the phoneme and work
miracle of language learning among ing up from there through the hier

the workers of love archicalarchaicalarch ical classified grammatical
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units charles C fries in his
structure of english 1952 uses func-
tion as the basis for grammatical
definition and departs from tradition-
al grammar not because traditional
grammarammar uses meaning but becauseVthe basis of their definition slides
from meaning to function the book
is an outstanding example of how
str911 structural grammar states the
grammar of a language and it con-
tains whichsamples of how utterances
are not the same can have the same
syntactic pattern ie the words may
be different from one utterance to an-
other but their functions and arrange-
ments are the same much of this
kind of work including that of friespries
owes a great deal to the influence of
predecessors the main interest is
in describing the features and rela-
tions found in empirical data and not
in judging usage however friess

ofway describing english grammar
by beginning with the entire utter-
ance not only differed from that of
many other structuralists but also
actually anticipated the approach of
ttheh e transformational generative
grammarians structural grammar is
also sometimes called descriptive
grammar

transformational grammaroremmar
the latest mode is transformational

grammar an approach headed by
noam chomsky transformationaltransfermationalmatronal
istsests aim at finding out through mani-
pulatingpu specific sentences in langu-
age ie surface structures whether
these sentences are derived from the
same or different deep structures
which are abstractions their in-
terest is in the theory of language
though they claim closer kinship to
descriptive traditional grammar evi-
dence indicates that they also use
data gathered and symbols establish-
ed structuralists the studyby
is very young the grammarians
are hopefully reaching for gods
truth for the moment they are
grasping with uncertain ease

perhaps it would be intellectually
healthy to remember that human

pallasknowledge is less akin to
athena born full grown a myth and
more to the nature of growth or the




